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Addressesindustry-academia skill-gap in new-age technologies by rolling out a two year post graduate

programme at Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College

New Delhi -July 15, 2020: Tech Mahindra Ltd., a leading provider of digital transformation, consulting and

business reengineering services and solutions, has designed a first-of-its-kind digital transformation course

approved by All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE). Tech Mahindra has partnered with Jawaharlal

Nehru Engineering College (JNEC), under Mahatma Gandhi Mission (MGM) University, to rollout a two year

post graduate programme in the academic year 2021.The custom curated curriculum is aimed at addressing the

industry-academia skill-gap in new-age technologies includingdigitalisation, mobility, artificial intelligence and

machine learning among others.

Tech Mahindra’s research and development arm, Makers Lab will be working closely with JNEC on reviewing

the format of the course and helping them to create an environment of learning and innovation. As part of this

course, students will betrained to work withdynamic, diverse, and agile teams to find solutions that will benefit

people, society, and industry.Thisinterdisciplinary courseis aimed at providing holistic training to the students

by imparting skills in competencies around digital transformation and technologies and cultivating an

environment of entrepreneurship and design-led thinking.

Nikhil Malhotra, Global Head of Makers Lab, Tech Mahindra, said, “Digitalization is fundamentally

changing the way organisations engage with both, their customers and their workforce.As part of our

TechMNxt charter, we are investing heavily in reskilling our employees in next generation digital technologies.

The inter-disciplinary course gives students an opportunity to look beyond existing expertise and discover how

digital transformation is re-shaping the businesses of the future. Through this one-of-its-kind course, we aim to



collaborate and co-create digital-warriors and nurture their talents and bridge the skill-gap.”

The course is based on four main pillars - offering software engineering with relevant processes, methods, and

tools to upskill students in new age technologies, helping students hone their skills in designing and applying

digital systems, involving people as co-producers by focusing on user- centred development processes and

lastly, equipping students in transversal skills with special emphasis on project work and hands-on training,

which accredit students with relevant competencies for job market and a progressive attitude.

Dr.HarirangH.Shinde, Dean Faculty of Engineering, Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College, said, “MGM

University, is the pioneer university to introduce the post graduateprogram, M.Tech. in Computer Science &

Engineering (Digital Transformation) in collaboration with Tech Mahindra. From this collaboration wonderful

objectives can be achieved and would alsonotch up the level of education adding tremendous value to

innovation and Research. MGM university’sJNEC, Department of Computer Science & Engineering is

establishing a state of art innovation facility to enhance students’ ability to work with cutting edge

technologies-the next level of digital transformation and thereby leading to enrichment of Marathwada region.”

As part of its TechMNxt charter, Tech Mahindra is betting big on next gen technologies to solve real business

problems of the customers by delivering innovative solutions and services.The organisation, through its

aggressive industry-academia partnerships, re-skilling and research programs, plans to develop digital

capabilities to create workforce of the future.

About Tech Mahindra

Tech Mahindra represents the connected world, offering innovative and customer-centric information

technology experiences, enabling Enterprises, Associates and the Society to Rise™. We are a USD 5.2 billion

company with 125,200+ professionals across 90 countries, helping 973 global customers including Fortune 500

companies. Our convergent, digital, design experiences, innovation platforms and reusable assets connect across

a number of technologies to deliver tangible business value and experiences to our stakeholders. Tech Mahindra

is the highest ranked Non-U.S. company in the Forbes Global Digital 100 list (2018) and in the Forbes Fab 50

companies in Asia (2018).

We are part of the Mahindra Group, a USD 19.4 billion federation of companies that enables people to rise

through innovative mobility solutions, driving rural prosperity, enhancing urban living, nurturing new

businesses and fostering communities. It enjoys a leadership position in utility vehicles, information technology,

financial services and vacation ownership in India and is the world’s largest tractor company by volume. It also



enjoys a strong presence in renewable energy, agribusiness, logistics and real estate development.

Headquartered in India, Mahindra employs over 2,56,000 people across 100 countries.

Connect with us on www.techmahindra.com || Our Social Media Channels

Facebook

Twitter

Linkedin

Youtube

For more information on Tech Mahindra, please contact:

Abhilasha Gupta, Global Corporate Communications and Public Affairs

Email: media.relations@Techmahindra.com; Abhilasha.Gupta@TechMahindra.com

About Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College

Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College (JNEC), MGM University believes in the legacy of Mahatma Gandhi,

we introduce ourselves as a student focused and grounded centre of learning. Our parent Trust Mahatma Gandhi

Mission in its journey of 37 years has marked significant milestones by establishing 67 different institutes,

colleges and socio-cultural learning centers at five different campuses in India. JNEC being the pioneering

institute of MGM University, we feel proud to state that over the past four decades more than 15000 students

have established themselves in various industries and research sectors across the world.

For more information on JNEC, please contact:

Dr.Deepa Deshpande, Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science & Engineering

Email ID : deepadeshpande@jnec.ac.in||www.jnec.org
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